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In this paper we describe our experiments on digital video applications, concentrating on the static and dynamic tradeoffs involved in video playback. Our results were extracted from a controlled series of 272 tests, which we ran in three stages.
In the first stage of 120 tests, we used a simple player-' monitor tool to evaluate the effects of various static parameters: compression tgpe, frame size, digitized r-ate, spatial quality and keyfrarne ctistr-ibutiow
The tests were carried out on two Apple Macintosh platforms: at the lower end a Quadra 95o, and at the higher end, a Power PC 7100/80. Our quantitative metrics included average playback rate, as well as the rat e's variance over one-second intervals.
The first set of experiments unveiled several anomalous latencies. To track them down we ran an additional 120 tests, from which we concluded that the video and IO operations were insufficiently tuned to each other.
In the next step we attempted to correct this problem, by implementing our own video playback software and accompanying device-level handlers.
Our emphasis was on achieving a controlled, deterministic coordination between the various system components. An additional set of 32 experiments were carried out on our platforms, which showed frame-rate increases of up to 325%, with associated reductions in rate variance. 
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Introduction
There is usually a wide asymmetry between the workstation on which a digital video is mastered, and the target platforms on which it is played, Video editing systems contain expensive peripherals like full-screen, full color digitizers, high-capacity RAID disk configurations, etc.
Due to the quality requirements involved, this kind of equipment is fully warranted: a broadcast-quaiity video demanda a resolution of 640 x 480, a display rate of 30 frames per second, and a color depth of 24 bits per pixel.
Some simple multiplication yields a transfer rate of 27 Mbytes per second, or roughly 50 Gbytes of storage for a one-half hour production.
On the other hand, a target system may be an average home computer, perhaps possessing 2 Gbytes of disk space, with peak transfer rates of 2.5 Mbytes per second. The computer's display logic will usually not include high-end video decompressor functionality; thus video decompression may be done in software, as will buffer management, synchronizing the video and audio tracks, etc.
Therefore, the inevitable final step in editing is the attempt to reconcile the vast differences between the producer's workstation, and those of the potential consumers. The problem of tuning a video production to a target platform -and tuning the platform to the video -demands something akin to a traditional "load- should be selected to achieve the greatest benefit. Indeed, as we show in this paper, it is not even true that a such "quality-reducing" measures necessarily lead to a reduction in dropped frames.
As for dynamic tuning, assume that video V is mas- In Section 5 we track down the bottlenecks realized in the first series, using a second series of experiments. In Section 6 we give the design of our improved video-playback software, and we present the results we obtained with it. We conclude in Section 7.
Related Work
To date, the area of digital video has been treated largely as a problem of system design and implementation, without the experimental focus which we take in this paper.
Nonetheless, some recent papers touch on many of the same issues we raise in our experiments, and they come to some similar conclusions.
Stone and Jeffay [8] have found in networked traffic -as we have found in dealing with disks and compression software -a balance must be found between a stream's jitter and its delivery rate. Stone and Jeffay prescribe a queue monitoring policy for dynamic ad-justment of display latency, which supports low-latency conferences with accept able gap-rates.
A related issue is achieving graceful degradation of service in the event of network congestion, One approach to this problem is for the client to adaptively scale the playback rate by deterministically dropping some of its frames. This is the approach taken in the the Nemesis [5] project, which uses a predictive prefetch algorithm to scale a client's input streams,
The system described in [1] scales not only the rate, but also the spatial resolution of a video stream. This is done by packaging three version of every frame, with each offering a monotonic improvement over the previous one. At any point in the process the codec can stop improving the current frame, and proceed to the next.
Of course, this flexibility is achieved by using a custom codec, which was designed specifically for this purpose. consists of brightly-lit, exterior scenes, with the remainder shot indoors. The digitized clips were edited using Adobe Premiere 4.0. The final "cut" is 80 seconds,, with 7?,PREF set to 30 fps, and it formed our "digital master."
From this we generated 60 software-digitized copies from our master -each copy representing a separate instantiation of our variables. Then we archived our 60 files on six CDs, We were then able to run the tests with our testing tools, which we built for this purpose.
3.1
Hardware JPEG cards do not perform inter-frame compression, and they produce significantly more data than most systems can accommodate.
Hence our emphasis on purely software schemes. As we show in the sequel, when the system software is tuned appropriately, a good software-codec is more than capable of delivering decent-quality video. Conversely, if the operating system imposes high latencies on large IO transfers, even the fanciest hardware codec will probably fail to live up to its rated potential.
Hard Disks: Our '(main)' disk drive was a 2.1 Gbyte Seagate "Barracuda."
We measured the Barracuda's normal transfer rates as follows:
Read Transfers:
2790K bytes/see
Write Transfers: 31OOK bytes/see
All of the disk drivers were installed using FWB's Hard Disk Toolset, and we also used FWB'S utilities for formatting and partitioning. In particular, we disabled remapping bad sectors to the end of the disk; rather, we configured the drivers to simply skip them. This minimized the amount of head movement in both sampling and playback. Codec E {C, V, J} denotes the compression scheme used. Here "C" is Radius's Cinepak codec, "V" is the "Apple Video" codec, and "J" stands for QuickTime's frame-by-frame, still-JPEG codec.
Rate E {15, 30} denotes preferred playback rate, or which denotes a movie re-digitized in the Cinepak codec at 30 fps, with one keyframe every third frame, in a frame size of 320x160 with a 75% quality index.
Codecs and Keyframes. JPEG [6] is basically a compression standard for still-pictures, which can produce nearly lossless digital copies. It turned out to be a poor performer at playback time, and we used it as our "high watermark for image quality, while simultaneously as a "low watermark" for motion quality. We now turn to our first set of experiments, in which we tested all possible "static tuning" decisions made 
Test Results
The %! results of our half-screen tests are presented (Table 2) -we end up with only a negligible increase in~.
The Effect of Frame Size. Since a 160x120 field contains 1/4 the number of pixels of a 320x240 field, one would expect a~reduction in track sizes (and transfer rates). Examining the data in Table 2 , one sees that this is often true: going from "C/30/l/~/100" to "C/30/ l/~/ 100" we get a video track reduction from though this is a very fast CPU, with a sufficiently good disk, the QuickTime de-compression logic still seems to "thrash" on the 30 fps version. It does better with more deterministic (albeit lower) playback rates.
A similar situation arises when a reduction iñ PREF leaves~almost unchanged, but radically enhances the movie's visual quality.
In Figure 8 , we form "proves" that it can run at a rate of 23fps when tested at 30fps, one would expect it to be capable of running at 15fps "upon request." q Many tests experienced an undue amount of jitter over the course of playback (e.g., Figure  8 ). This was especially noticeable in the 30fps trails.
Our first step in analyzing these issues was to individually examine each component. As Figure 9 shows there are three potential culprits (1) the display manager, (2) the IO channel and (3) the codec.
(1 decompress a series of 1200 frames; then we measured the time it took to both decompress and display them.
Within the granularity of the platform's clock, the two times were more or less the same.
(2) The IO Channel.
The PPC hardware affords the ability to perform asynchronous, DMA'd block transfers. As we mentioned in Section 3, our disk is capable of handling read transfers at 2.7 Mbytes/sec. The maximum demand from any of our tests is 1.7 Mbytes/seea large number, to be sure, but not one that will choke the system, even including the DMA's memory "cyclestealing." Thus if frames are retrieved in a truly asynchronous fashion, with a sufficient degree of prefetchingt then 10 should not present the main bottleneck in this process.
(3) The Codec.
The codecs were tested by factoring out the IO read operations.
To do this we extended Monitor I to play our test movies in eight 10 second segments -with each segment first prefetched into RAM, and then played out of RAM. During an 10 transfer (which is typically quite brief, but noticeable), the monitor stops its movie-progress clock, and then resets it after it the transfer is done. The net result is a tool which measures the performance of the CPU and the display drivers, but not the IO subsystem. Summary. Clearly, none of the components we tested turned out to be an individual bottleneck. Rather, the system as a whole lacks intelligent policies for controlled coordination between its components. The result is that resources frequently go unused, while at other times they are faced with bursts of requests. This phenomenon is a common one, and is present in almost any complex queueing system. But it should be controllable with model as simple and deterministic as ours (i.e., a single video stream played on a single client). In fact, it is surprising to find it in such a robust and hand-tuned piece of software such as Apple's Quicktime.
We hypothesize that if a full pipeline effect were achieved between the system elements in Figure 9 , there would be no difficulty in delivering near-30fps data rates on the PPC system. To test this hypothesis, we built a new player-monitor which effectively bypasses the Movie ToolBox API. In doing so we had to support our own buffering and IO functionality, as we describe in the next section. 
where for the purposes of our experiments, we set a = .85 and c = 1. In other words, when playback falls behind its predicted rate, we exponentially average the old prediction with the achieved rate. (This is to smooth out sporadically large frame sizes, or abnormally high decompression times.) But when playback meets its prediction, we gradually ratchet up the new prefetch rate, so that eventually the highest potential quality can be realized.
The objective of our design is to let the system achieve a steady state, so that IO and playback are always working in parallel, at their full capacity. This means the Playout thread should never have to wait for a frame -the IO should always have prefetched it ahead of time, while the Playout thread was processing a previous frame.
Keyframes.
Our scheme is significantly complicated by the existence of keyframes; e.g., if a keyframe is dropped, then the the interpolated sequence following has to be discarded. Thus, while p%!(t) is the current predicted rate, the Predictor thread cannot simply fetch frames at a constant frequency.
First a decision is made whether an entire sequence will be avoided. If not, its keyframe is requested, as are selected interpolated frames within the sequence. The Playout thread may end up only decompressing -but not playing -the key frame, so that it can be used to display its dependent, interpolated frames.
Memory Management, We chose to implement our own memory management, and we used a simple fixedsize buffering scheme. At initialization time, the playermonitor determines how much memory Al it can allocate, after which it configures its buffer pool.
Using a rough rule of thumb we decided that if possible, the number of buffers n should be able to accommodate 1 to 2 seconds of video; this translates to 30 buffers for 15fps movies, and 60 buffers for 30fps movies.
As for the buffer size s, it should be sufficiently large for the IO thread to frequently bundle its transfers.
We attempt to set s so that between 3 and 5 averagesized frames can be bundled, and so that s can hold the largest frame in the entire video.
Letting
B be our bundling factor,~ma. be the size of largest frame, and~~vg be the average frame size, we attempt to reconcile all of our memory constraints by solving for B, s and n in
(1) nzaz(f~.m, B * f.w) S s (2) 9*n~ikf (3) 1<B<5 (4) 'RPRSF~n <2. RPREF For the tests run in this paper, our system initially sets n to 2. RPREF, and then maximizes B over equations (l)-(4).
With such a scheme Monitor II ends up using significantly less memory than Monitor I.
Sound. The Mac comes equipped with an asynchronous sound card, which handles the physical processing of digital sound. Our player interacts with this device via a simple double-buffering scheme. When one buffer is almost finished being played, the sound card triggers a callback routine, and then switches to the other buffer.
The callback initiates an IO transfer for another chuck of sound. To understand why, we ran a second set of tests, which measured the performance of the individual components involved.
We concluded that in most trials there was no single bottleneck; rather, the problem was an insufficient coordination between the system components involved.
In the next step we implemented a new PlayerMonitor, which relied on QuickTime's low-level codec API. All IO interaction was handled within the PlayerMonitor itself, as were buffering policies, time synchronization, prefetching decisions, asynchronous callback functions, etc. Our emphasis was on achieving a controlled, deterministic flow of data through the various system components.
The resulting tests showed large improvements over Admittedly, a generic application (e.g., a word processor or database browser) should probably not be responsible for such system-level act ivit ies. But this need not be the case -indeed, this functionality can easily be encapsulated within a movie-playing system service, accessible via a high-level interface.
Adaptive techniques will only grow in importance,, as digital videos get released at increasingly higher resolutions -compressed using codecs like MPEG, and accessed through standard APIs like Quicktime. Meanwhile, there will continue to be a wide spectrum of enduser platforms: some with faster processors than others, some with significant y more memory than others, some with hardware codec cards, others performing decompression in software, some with fast/wide hard drives, and others with slower drives. Dynamically tuning playback is one way to ensure that any such system presents the best-quality video possible, by coordinating all of its components in a smooth and predictable manner.
